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2016 - A Tale of Two Halves: If we simply evaluate global market 
returns last year, one might conclude 2016 was fairly uneventful. 
Global stocks and bonds finished up 8%, and 4% respectively, 
which is generally what you’d expect in a typical year. However, 
if we dive a bit deeper “uneventful” wouldn’t be an appropriate 
description. The market posted the worst start to 2016 ever as US 
stocks were down over 8% after the first two weeks of trading. 
The freefall continued into February as the broad market closely 
mirrored the plunge in energy prices. At this point, we had 
extreme negativity not only on energy, but the stock market in 
general. This set the stage for an epic rally from the February 
lows. Initially, we saw relief within the energy patch as not only 
did global supply recede, but also continued upgrades were 
made to demand forecasts. This up-move intensified after the US 
presidential election as investors began discounting potential 
tax cuts, fiscal spending, deregulation, and general pro-business 
policies. All said and done, as you can see to the right, the S&P 
500 rebounded over 26% from its 2016 low. 

Bond market volatility during 2016 was perhaps even more 
surprising. Ten-year treasury yields fell from 2.25% to 1.6% during 
the start of the year as investors flocked into quality during the 
risk-off mode. Despite the Q2 rebound in stocks, treasury yields 
fell further as global central banks adopted additional negative 
interest rate policies (NIRP). This sent the amount of global bonds 
with negative yields into record territory to $13 trillion. Yields 
made what could turn out to be their ultimate lows during the 
UK’s referendum to exit from the EU. Since Brexit occurred, we 
have witnessed a complete reversal in bond yields. The initial 
back-up in rates was attributable to central banks themselves 
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beginning to question the effectiveness of NIRP, a point of view 
Evergreen has often expressed. This move was accentuated as 
the market digested higher inflation expectations and growth 
forecasts given new leadership in Washington. This sent ten-
year treasury yields up to 2.6%, which works out to a 10% price 
decline. This was the steepest bond market selloff since the 2013 
taper tantrum. 

This week’s Evergreen Virtual Advisor will look to highlight, in 
chart form, the key market events during 2016. Additionally, 
we will delve into what we think will be the most important 
developments to watch heading into in the new year. Lastly, we 
will highlight our favorite investment themes heading into 2017.

Source: Evergreen GaveKal, Bloomberg
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THE S&P, DOW, AND NASDAQ PRICE CHART FOR 2016



• Headlines to kick-off 2016 were no doubt centered around the plunge in energy prices. And, despite oil and natural gas starting 
the year down 60% from their 2014 highs, both proceeded to fall an additional 30% to start the year. 

• Fortunately, our bullish energy thesis entering 2016, predicated on a tightening supply imbalance, proved accurate. US shale 
production receded 1.2 million barrels per day from the peak, and OPEC was able to agree on a deal to cut production. This 
helped propel oil and natural gas up 98% and 127% respectively from their February lows. 

• Despite the impressive rally in petrochemical prices, returns in the energy stocks were mixed, depending on the subsector and 
quality of company in which you were invested. In the chart in the upper right, we highlight the price action of a blue chip 
oil major (AA-rated), a semi high-quality MLP (BB-rated), and a low-quality energy producer (CCC-rated), which illustrates this 
dispersion.

Source: Evergreen GaveKal, Bloomberg
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2016 Market Review: Energy Rebounds
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WEST TEXAS OIL AND NATURAL GAS OIL PRICE
STOCK CHART EXAMPLE OF DIVERSIFIED ENERGY 

MAJOR, MLP, AND OIL PRODUCER



Source: Bloomberg, Evergreen GaveKal

• The tremendous decline and subsequent rebound in energy prices was closely followed by credit spreads (the difference in 
corporate bonds yields relative to treasury yields). 

• As you can see corporate borrowing costs receded significantly throughout the year, which helped high yield bonds return over 
17% for 2016. 

• Similar to the previous slide in the upper right, we highlight the price action of various energy bonds. This chart includes an oil 
major bond (AA-rated), an MLP bond (BB-Rated), a surviving producer (CCC-rated), and a producer that defaulted in 2016 (CCC-
rated).

• It’s interesting to note that the defaulted producer’s debt has actually rallied 200% since declaring bankruptcy, which is 
attributable to higher reserve values given the rally in energy prices. In these instances it’s common for holders to convert their 
debt to equity, which, as you can see, still holds value.
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2016 Market Review: Credit Spreads Tighten
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HIGH YIELD, HIGH YIELD ENERGY, AND BBB-
RATED CREDIT SPREADS (INVERTED)

BOND CHART OF DIVERSIFIED MAJOR, MLP, SURVIVING 
OIL PRODUCER, AND DEFAULTED OIL PRODUCER 



Source: Bloomberg, Evergreen GaveKal

• Continuing the tale of two halves theme, the seven-quarter earnings recession ended last year as earnings rose 2% YoY 
in the third quarter relative to Q3 of 2015.

• This is certainly a positive development; however, full-year S&P 500 earnings are expected to only be 1% higher than 
2013. Over this timeframe, the stock market is up 30%, which is an unsettling disconnect.  

• Additionally, the consensus is currently calling for earnings growth of nearly 40% over the next three years. Considering 
no-growth over the last three years, and continual EPS downgrades by the consensus, this looks like a stretch to us. 
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Source: Bloomberg
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S&P 500 QUARTERLY EARNINGS PER SHARE AND 
YOY EPS GROWTH

2016 Market Review: Earnings Recession Ends
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S&P 500 2017, 2018, AND 2019 EPS ESTIMATES



Source: Bloomberg, Evergreen GaveKal

• What perhaps caught investors the most off-guard in 2016 was that perceived negative political outcomes actually turned out to be buy signals 
during the year. 

• The three major events were: Brexit, Britain’s vote to eventually exit from the European Union (EU), Trump winning the Oval Office, and Italy 
voting no in their country’s referendum (widely considered to be a prelude to exiting the EU).

• As you can see each of the countries stock markets staged an impressive rally.
• 
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2016 Market Review: Political Tailrisks Turn Into Tailwind
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FTSE 100 INDEX (UNITED KINGDOM STOCK MARKET) S&P 500 INDEX

FTSE MIB INDEX (ITALIAN STOCK MARKET)



Source: Bloomberg, Evergreen GaveKal

• As discussed in the intro, we saw a major reversal in global interest rates throughout the year. 
• Initially, the Bank of Japan (BOJ) began to move away from NIRP by targeting 0% on their 10-year bond yield (yielding negative -.25% at the 

time). 
• Next, the European Central Bank (ECB) released a study that examined the negative unintended consequences of NIRP. 
• And, finally, we saw a massive shift in terms of higher inflation expectations post the US election which intensified the selloff for global bonds.
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2016 Market Review: Global Interest Rates Spike
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JAPANESE 10-YEAR GOVERNMENT BOND YIELD GERMAN 10-YEAR GOVERNMENT BOND YIELD 

UNITED STATES 10-YEAR GOVERNMENT BOND YIELD



Source: Evergreen GaveKal, Bloomberg

• Despite the newfound optimism, we are coming off one of the weakest growth years since the financial crisis, with 
trailing one-year GDP growth coming in at a paltry 1.6%. 

• However, we have seen data perk up in Q4. Recently new car sales hit an all-time high, small business confidence rose 
the most since 1980, and the Citi economic surprise indicator just registered a two-year high.
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2016 Market Review: Weak Growth but Data Perks Up in Q4
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US REAL GDP TRAILING 12-MONTH
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US CAR SALES, AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS, 
AND CITI ECONOMIC SURPRISE INDICATOR 



Source: Evergreen GaveKal, Bloomberg

• We also witnessed major reversals in emerging market economies tied to oil. 
• As you can see, Brazilian and Russian stock markets staged impressive rallies last year. 
• Additionally, the real and ruble, their currencies, both down over 60% since 2011, rallied 30% and 38%, respectively, 

from their 2016 lows.
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2016 Market Review: Emerging Market Reversal 
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RUSSIAN RUBLE AND BRAZILIAN REAL CHART 
(INVERTED)
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BRAZIL AND RUSSIAN STOCK MARKET CHARTS



• To cap off 2016, the Fed raised short-term rates by 25bps to a target range of 0.50% to 0.75%. 
• And currently, as you can see in the upper right chart, fed fund futures actually predict three Fed hikes in 2017.
• This matches the Fed dot plot; however, over the last few years this is a pretty big shift from futures predicting much 

fewer hikes than the Fed. 
• We agree with futures at this point that the Fed will likely get two to three hikes in during 2017.

Source: Evergreen Gavekal, Bloomberg 
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2016 Market Review: Fed Raises Rates 
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FED FUNDS EFFECTIVE RATE
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FED FUNDS FUTURES FOR MARCH, JUNE, AND 
SEPTEMBER



• If we look back exactly one year ago, fears of a China slowdown were driving markets. 
• Fast forward one year, and similar moves in three-month HIBOR* rates should give investors pause. If you recall August of 2015 (Yuan devaluation), 

or January 2016 (China Growth Fears), HIBOR spiked and coincided with pain in the US equity markets. Current rates may be signaling more trouble.
• This demonstrates the shifting focus that we have seen over the past year. Investors are now single-mindedly focused on the potential of increased 

economic growth in the US. Most investors did not even notice the quick pace at which China’s currency, the renminbi, weakened vs the Dollar 
over the course of 2016 (7% by the way). In a break with the past, the renminbi also weakened against most other developed and EM currencies, 
significantly in some cases.  

• Alongside this devaluation are China’s dwindling foreign exchange reserves, signaling that China has actually needed to defend the currency from 
more drastic devaluation over this timeframe. The China Capital Flows Estimate above gives a clue as to why.

Source: Evergreen GaveKal, Bloomberg
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Key Items to Watch Heading into 2017: China

*HIBOR is the borrowing cost between banks for offshore renminbi, chiefly in 
Hong Kong. Similar to LIBOR.11

3 MONTH HONG KONG INTERBANK OFFER RATE WITH 
THE S&P 500
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RENMINBI EXCHANGE RATE VS USD, FOREIGN 
EXCHANGE RESERVES, AND CAPITAL FLOWS



Source: Evergreen Gavekal, Bloomberg

• The next chart to keep an eye on is the US Dollar. The movements here could determine a lot of outcomes, including its 
subduing effect on inflation.

• The consensus seems to lean toward an expectation of a stronger USD and there exists some supporting evidence, including 
the Fed’s tightening cycle and a monetary base that is contracting dramatically (which can squeeze overseas borrowers of 
dollars).
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Key Items to watch heading into 2017: US Dollar 
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US DOLLAR INDEX BREAKOUT
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Source: Evergreen Gavekal, Bloomberg

• The next area to keep an eye on is Europe. With some very big elections coming up, particularly in France, Germany, and, 
potentially, Italy, there is the distinct possibility that we see a populist party take control of a major European country. 

• As a result of ever-easier monetary policy and capital outflows, currency devaluations are now resulting in a modest inflation 
revival, which puts the ECB and BOE in a potentially difficult situation given that many EU countries still have negative rates. 

• Yet, if there is one major risk event to keep an eye on, it would have to be the actual triggering of Article 50 by the UK (officially 
giving notice of leaving the EU). At that point, the whole situation becomes real.

• However, years of underperformance have left European market valuations discounting some of these risks, particularly when 
compared to the US.

• 
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Key Items to watch heading into 2017: Europe

EUROPEAN VALUATION VS THE US

FTSE 100 Index: The Financial Times Stock Exchange 100 Index is a share index of 
the 100 companies listed on the London Stock Exchange with the highest market 
capitalization.
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Source: Evergreen Gavekal, Bloomberg

• The recent rise in bond yields has at least partially been attributed to rising inflation. Contributing to this idea are “average hourly earnings” which 
have now reached their highest point since 2009 and look to be getting stronger. 

• Chinese Producer prices (prices received by Chinese manufacturers) have also had a monster turnaround. All else equal, this should feed higher 
inflation to the US.

• However, not all else is equal! Recall that the US dollar is in strengthening mode (particularly against the Chinese renminbi) and that strength 
offsets much, if not all, of this effect. 

• So are yields really rising due to higher inflation? The 10-year breakeven rate* has only risen a rather slight 50 bps in comparison to the 100 bps 
move in the 10 year US Treasury. This suggests that we are actually seeing a rise in real yields alongside a slight increase in inflation expectations.

BY JEFF DICKS,  JONATHAN FULCHER,  DAVID HAY

Key Items to watch heading into 2017: Inflation

*Definition: The “breakeven rate” is calculated by using the 10-year treasury yield 
and subtracting a 10-year Inflation-linked bond yield to get a measure of expected 
inflation. 
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INFLATION FACTORS: CHINESE PPI, US CPI, 
AND AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS
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10 YEAR US TREASURY YIELD WITH BREAKEVEN RATE



• It is instructive to take a look at the growth rate of the US when 
government spending is increasing/decreasing (note that the axis on 
the left is inverted). In a general sense, increased spending is followed 
by a decrease in the structural growth rate of the economy and vice 
versa. 

• But what about infrastructure spending specifically? Well, take a look at 
the two graphs on the right. A large fiscal bill focused on construction 
in the aftermath of 2008 would have filled a very serious hole in the 
economy. Unfortunately, overall construction spending in the US has 
now recovered and leaves any new spending with much less potency. 

• Also, note that the US government has actually been increasing 
the amount of spending on infrastructure (highways and streets) 
since 2014. This is not an area that has been totally and completely 
neglected, as supposed by so many who believe a big infrastructure 
spending bill will get the economy back on track.
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Key Items to watch heading into 2017: US Government Spending

Source: Gavekal 

Source: Federal Reserve Economic Data 
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GOVERNMENT SPENDING OVER THE YEARS
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TOTAL CONSTRUCTION SPENDING

TOTAL PUBLIC CONSTRUCTION SPENDING



• Real estate has benefitted tremendously from the low interest rate environment and prices have been on a continuous upward climb.
• However, as interest rates spiked in 2013, the growth rate fell back significantly. We have recently seen a similar pop in the 30-year 

mortgage rate and it appears as though this has yet to hit the data. 
• At the same time, housing affordability on a national level has moved sharply lower over the past few years, though it remains 

elevated relative to 20 years ago.
• Perhaps due to the rise in prices over such an extended period of time, the Home Builders Market Index (essentially an indicator 

of market conditions and sentiment) is now reaching highs not seen since the early 2000s, though sentiment can also be used as a 
contrarian indicator. 

• If we do see a consistent rise in interest rates (as forecast by some rather intelligent people!) this will be a critical area to watch as so 
much of individuals’ net worth is tied up in their homes.

BY JEFF DICKS,  JONATHAN FULCHER,  DAVID HAY

Key Items to watch heading into 2017: Home Prices

Source: Evergreen GaveKal
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AFFORDABILITY VS BUILDER 
OPTIMISM
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NATIONAL HOME PRICE GROWTH 
AND THE 30 YEAR MORTGAGE



Source: Evergreen GaveKal, Bloomberg

• A consistent theme we have heard lately is that the consumer is incredibly confident and this will power our consumer-
driven economy forward. In theory, that totally makes sense. Emboldened consumers spend money. 

• However, could it also be that consumer confidence stems at least partially from a buoyant stock market? The correlation is 
striking and consumers are now every bit as confident as they were in 2006/2007. This may not necessarily be a good thing!

• Confidence does not stop with the consumer either. Investors have driven a magnificent run for the Russell 2000 Index, 
pushing it +44% from the lows of 2016. 

• Sentiment can be very useful in interpreting markets, and at the moment we are seeing some extreme readings. Check out 
the change in positioning for the Russell 2000 futures contracts. Investors went from massively short to very, very long.
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Key Items to watch heading into 2017: Sentiment
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CONFIDENCE IS KEY!
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RUSSELL 2000 FUTURES POSITIONING



Source: Evergreen GaveKal

• The story at the end of 2016 was the OPEC deal to cut oil production. The price of crude spiked and investors cheered, 
assuming the glut conditions that have persisted for years will be fixed. Except that now OPEC has to prove it can follow 
through.

• We certainly believe that oil prices will eventually go higher due to a myriad of other issues (decreased CAPEX, 
increasing demand, etc.) yet the enthusiasm around the OPEC cut seems a touch overdone. What if OPEC fails to meet 
their targets? Prices have already risen (+62% YoY) and even the reduced amount of production represents a record high, 
with the exception of 2016. 

• Increased prices also bring back US oil production while US inventories of crude are still uncomfortably high. In the short 
term, the risks seem skewed toward disappointment.
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Key Items to watch heading into 2017: Oil Production
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OPEC OIL PRODUCTION
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US OIL PRODUCTION AND INVENTORIES



Source: Evergreen GaveKal, Bloomberg 

• Admittedly, Donald Trump’s Twitter handle is one of the stranger things on this list. Unfortunately, his 140-character 
policy-setting tool can have quite an impact on financial markets. 

• Consider the attack on a defense contractor. This produced an immediate smack down as it suddenly fall out of favor.
• Or consider his tweet in favor of nuclear energy. This caused a huge (or should I say “Yuge”?) bounce in the price of a 

uranium miner’s stock. 
• This has even gotten to the point that the famed Bloomberg terminal actually has a dedicated feed to Trump’s tweets. We 

have heard stories of stock trading desks being required to receive desktop notifications when he tweets. We live in a truly 
strange world.

BY JEFF DICKS,  JONATHAN FULCHER,  DAVID HAY

Key Items to watch heading into 2017: Donald Trump’s Twitter 
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TRUMP TAKES AIM AT A DEFENSE CONTRACTOR
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TRUMPS GIVES HIS SUPPORT TO NUCLEAR ENERGY



Source: Evergreen Gavekal, Bloomberg 

• The Energy sector continues to be an area we think has solid long-term value despite our near-term concerns about high 
inventories and excessive bullishness. 

• As you can see, despite this year’s rally, Energy has still underperformed by 40% since the summer of 2014. Additionally, 
on a price-to-book basis, energy remains quite attractive relative to the market. 

•  Our favorite areas in the energy space remain high-grade major’s with 4-6% dividend yields, Master Limited Partnerships 
with 6-9% distribution yields, and select BB/BBB-rated energy bonds.
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Areas We Like in 2017: Energy
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S&P 500 PERFORMANCE RELATIVE TO ENERGY SINCE 
6/20/2016
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S&P 500 PRICE-TO-BOOK RATIO RELATIVE TO 
ENERGY P/B



Source: Evergreen GaveKal, Bloomberg 

• Healthcare, which has underperformed the broader market by 15% over the last 18-months, is also a sector we are 
warming up to. 

• On a price-to-earnings basis it now trades at a 1.3-point discount to the market relative to a 6-point premium during 2015. 
Additionally, earnings have continued to grow at a faster clip than the overall market, as you can see in the upper right. 

• We believe the healthcare sector will continue to see solid growth as the Baby Boomer cohort ages and continues to 
require more medical services.

• Additionally, given our belief we are near the tail-end of this bull market, we think it makes sense to overweight 
traditionally more defensive sectors like healthcare.
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Areas We Like in 2017: Healthcare

Source: FactSet
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S&P 500 PRICE-TO-EARNINGS RATIO RELATIVE TO 
HEALTHCARE P/E
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S&P 500 2016 YEAR-OVER-YEAR 
EARNINGS GROWTH



Source: Evergreen GaveKal, Bloomberg

• On the pure income side of our portfolios, we believe it’s prudent to begin buying into the selloff in high grade-bonds. 
• In particular, we think high-quality preferred stocks (BBB or higher-rated) that trade at discounts to par look attractive. 

Our example in the upper left is a BBB+ rated preferred that trades at roughly a 14% discount to par and yields over 6%. 
• For taxable accounts, we also believe it makes sense to have exposure to closed-end municipal bond funds that trade at 

deep discounts to their net asset values. 
• Our example fund in the upper right is down around 12% from its recent high and trades at a 5% discount to NAV relative 

to its long-term 2% average discount. 
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Areas We Like in 2017: Dollar Cost Averaging Into Bonds
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MUNI CLOSED-END FUND AND DISCOUNT TO NAV
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HIGH GRADE PREFERRED STOCK AND YIELD-TO-
MATURITY 



Source: Evergreen GaveKal, Bloomberg

• We are also becoming more constructive on gold. As you can see in the chart on the upper left, speculative positioning 
on gold futures (green line) has moved down considerably since the summer. This means that sentiment is currently 
bearish (which is a bullish indicator).

• Additionally, the asset class has significantly underperformed over a 5-year period, indicating substantial reversion-to-
the-mean potential.
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Areas We Like in 2017: Precious Metals
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GOLD AND SPECULATIVE POSITIONING
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S&P 500 VS. GOLD MINER ETF RELATIVE 
PERFORMANCE



Source: Evergreen GaveKal

• Finally, the retreat of yield instruments has created an opportunity in a relatively new sector of the market: Yieldco’s
• Similar to MLPs, Yieldco’s essentially hold Utility assets with long term contracts, mostly in the renewable energy sector 

(they even have the parent/daughter company structure where the parents are all large scale Utilities). The similarity to 
MLPs actually led to Yieldco’s massively underperforming even though these are Utility assets.

• As is, these companies can be purchased at a yield of 5-7% with cash flow that more than covers the distribution (that is 
key!). 

BY JEFF DICKS,  JONATHAN FULCHER,  DAVID HAY

Areas We Like in 2017: YieldCo’s
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RETURNS: S&P 500 UTILITY INDEX VS GLOBAL YIELDCO 
INDEX
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DIVIDEND YIELDS: S&P 500 UTILITY INDEX VS 
INDIVIDUAL YIELDCO’S



It is hard to choose a single word to describe 2016 as so many 
would be applicable. It was a year of reversals, as oil and the 
commodity complex suffered a horrendous start, only to finish 
the year in spectacular fashion (with the opposite type of reversal 
for bond yields). Even earnings appear to have finally turned the 
corner. 

It was also a year of upheaval in which political risk made a huge 
comeback in developed markets, something we have not seen 
for quite some time: Trump triumphing in the US, the Brexit vote, 
the failed Italian Referendum, and anti-Euro sentiment spreading 
across the EU, just to mention a few of the more salient bolts from 
the blue we saw in 2016. Suddenly, the western world appears 
to be in a much more fragile state—but you would never know 
that from the performance of the world’s most iconic “risk-on” 
benchmark, the S&P 500. 

Unfortunately, disappointment can also be a word to describe 2016 
and pollsters/forecasters have been front and center. Not only did 
they whiff the Brexit outcome and the US Presidential Election, 
but they also got the expected effects from these outcomes 
100% wrong (at least in the short term). Economic activity in the 
UK after the vote has remained surprisingly resilient and the US 
stock market took off like a rocket in the wake of Donald Trump’s 
victory (which was largely seen as the biggest negative risk to 
markets in 2016). Even economic data was disappointing across 

Conclusion
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the board up until these events, at which point we got the reversal 
toward better fortunes. 

Going forward, the key thing to watch will be the progress of the 
Trump Administration. How easy will it be to enact the policies set 
forth in 140-character format? Yes, the Republicans control both the 
House and the Senate but do not forget how divided that party has 
been. Donald Trump not only beat the Democrats, he also blasted 
the Republicans and there is a very real possibility that they will 
not fall in line. Short term, it is likely that Congress attacks the low-
hanging fruit of tax reform and various other opportunity-rich areas 
with growth-enhancing potential. However, the next four years are 
likely to be anything but steady and markets seem to be pricing in 
perfection.

Yet despite our conservative nature, we do believe that opportunities 
still exist. We often feel that when the crowd stampedes in one 
direction, it pays to take a step back and look at what the thundering 
(blundering?) herd has left behind. Since 2014, the markets have 
seen a series of what we have called “rolling bears”, where one 
particular sector or area has fallen deeply out of favor. Fortunately 
for those who are willing to take an alternate view, this presents 
fertile ground for new ideas in a world that is increasingly driven by 
money flows into what has been working lately.  If you have gotten 
nothing out of our EVAs over the years, hopefully you realize that 
kind of rear-view mirror investing is a road-map to dead-end returns.
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no representation as to its accuracy or completeness, except with respect to the Disclosure Section of the report. Any opinions expressed herein reflect our judgment as of the date of the materials and are subject to change without 
notice. The securities discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors and are not intended as recommendations of particular securities, financial instruments or strategies to particular clients. Investors must make their own 
investment decisions based on their financial situations and investment objectives.

• Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs)*

• Small-cap value

• Mid-cap value

• Small-cap growth

• Mid-cap growth

• Floating-rate bank debt ( junk)

• Lower-rated junk bonds

• Emerging stock markets

*However, some small and mid-cap issues look 
attractive (and are becoming even more so)

• Most cyclical resource-based stocks

• Large-cap value

• Short-term investment grade corporate 
bonds

• High-quality preferred stocks yielding 6%

• Long-term investment grade corporate bonds

• Short yen ETF

• Emerging market bonds (local currency)

• Short euro ETF

• Blue chip oil stocks

• Emerging bond markets (dollar-based)

• Bonds denominated in renminbi trading in 
Hong Kong (dim sum bonds)

• Canadian dollar-denominated bonds

WE’RE NEUTR AL ON

I M P O R TA N T  D I S C LO S U R E S

We moved emerging stock markets to “We Don’t Like” this week.

WE DON’ T LIKE

• Large-cap growth (on a deeper pull back)

• International developed markets (on a 
deeper pull back)

• Canadian REITs

• Intermediate Treasure notes

• BB-rated corporate bonds (i.e., high-quality, 
high yield)

• Cash

• Publicly-traded pipeline partnerships yielding 
7%-12% (MLPs)

• Intermediate-term investment grade 
corporate bonds, yielding approximately 4%      

• Gold-mining stocks

• Gold

• Intermediate municipal bonds with strong 
credit ratings

• Long-term municipal bonds

• The Indian stock market

• Long-term Treasury bonds

WE LIKE


